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A prhlar, objective of the current 1tud.J va• to det•naln• the 
elevatod t.emp·araturo m.t'tch..nnt.cnl propertlc1 of nl ignod dtffu1t.on hond•d 
H i - '' t ' ' h ..-~ u • r ,. ' 1~ C l .. • ,-",;,. ~ .... - '\ : ~ i• \.- ·_- ~ \.. 
. 
( . ~f) -(H: ~ • 1_;. ,t 
-·'" \. .. ·n·•¥i , .... i • \- it-~ • ~ ... 
b 
2 5 0 ,, c. . ... , ; ,_ , . : -,·, c·· ' ' . ,·' :. t ~ ~ (-ti ! } . .,· • • ~ t 11 1 , 'I'("' i ~·•• ~ . l -·- --·- ii. ..... • ~- ! ! ~ , r1 1 t-i, • < • • " 1 -_ · ; 1 r , · • j 1 r • 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 c n r -... . f ... ,. ~"' I!- • ,_..~ ·- :.- "- 4-- .. Ii: - ... iii f - f 
ance of prcc 1 p 1 totes obacrvcd hy r'orcr o and c;ang 1 off n nd to de tc ru1i11e 
vhether the precipitates had nny affect on the room temperature 
pr ope r t i ea o f t h c n I i g n c d c orn p n R l t e • 
Three differt'.nt .1.~rPups of diffusion bonded samples were 
tested in tension. '!'hey were: samples bonded \o.titht1ut nn intermediary, 
samples bonded with 0.0005" Nickel 200 foil and samples bonded with 
0.0003" Inconel 625 foil. 
At any given test temperature, the ultimate tensile strength 
exhibited by the samples from each diffusion bonded group were essen-
tially equal. The ultimate tensile strength of the bonded samples 
fell slightly below the values on the aligned Ni-Ni3Nb eutectic com-
posite obtained by Quinn. As the test temperature increased, the 
strength decreased and the amount of failure that occurred within the 
joint increased. Above 560°C, the decrease in strength was very 
rapid due to a lessening of the plastic constraint set up within the 
joint as well as the decreasing intermediary strengthm 
The ductility for all bond types was significantly lower than 
the ductility obtained by Gangloffo The samples bonded without an 
- 1 -
• I • • 
d t f · ·· , - • · · . , r · . . . , , ' ·· 1 - ( t t·, .... ~ ,;, • l r, w .f ' - 's:·--,o,: '(- ._. ~ t l! ': l.~ :,.· :;a,, : l cm; it. ~t ' J; ("" llf. \, :~ r~ •, -r ·, '<I " { ... " ~ , .... ". i 't .' ; ' .... , ,. r i' -, ,0 :_ . ,..,. • . 1 ,' ,j,j,. ~ A \ J -,,., 'I_ ' " ·, ~ 1 r._ ,;a " ',_ .f _.., ~ -o- ·:~,, •., 4 1\ , ;, w-.i.· .. , · t ,. IJ' '!" .ti' · - !, ll ·, ' ' 'ii'" '1 ;;. '< 't- ,p• ti·. J. ~• "' (;. .... ~- ' 11 • ,f ' • .. 
v.ro lov 1n caaparlaon to unbondod 1a11ple1, ogaln due t<.> tho plaattc 
con.1tr111Jtt ttotup utthtn the Joint: oven 1°""'11r ductility was etxh1btted 
; • • > I ,,. ' ~ ·• i ' h 1' '.· "'· r·~ • ~ ·'l ,. t 1 , , y· ; , 1 l. i ·1 n < • 1 ~ ... "' • 'f .. l • ~ f "" • .... . ... .... ll ~ • . '!'- --- . • ..,. rr ') :) •.:.· i} t ·1 ', ~ ,,·' .... ..._ . .· . 
ln aamples that wore diffusi,m bonded w1tl10t1t an intermedi.ary, in an 
aa•grown sample tested in tension nt 805°C nnd ir1 unbonded samples 
t L .... t, ,•,•t.·t··, i·c1}11t l ()'1 , 1·c•n • ,·,,! ,,•1ci ,1· ... ~.···•(·f I UJ ., ... ~-· .. , . ' ·. ' • ·~ ~ • L . ' • l ,. ' • i l . ' 1, I>' '-,,, . • 
obs e r v e d i. n t h c \t.' id e t: ~: p c)(~ u t t: c t: i c ·v d c n d r i t es pre s en t 1 n s crrne a s -
grown samples. Transmission electron microscopy unambiguously identi-
fied the precipitates as the 6 - Ni 3Nb phase. Observation of disloca-
. t ions \,.1 i th i n t h c v p ha s e r c v ea 1 c d d is 1 o c ,1 t ions to 1 i. e in th c 1· 1 1 l } 
planes. Because precipitation occurs on the [ 111} habit p l.;111es of the 
y phase, the dislocation are believed to act as nucleation sites for 
future precipitation of the niobium atoms from the supersaturated y 
phase. 
The effects of 6 precipitation on the mechanical properties of 
f" 'the aligned composites were studied by microhardness and roon1 tempera-
ture tensile tests. Because of the limited number of tests conducted, 
the effect of precipitation on the mechanical properties is inconclu-
• s 1.ve. 
2 -
I. 
- -- -- - - - -
DlliOOUC'rl<Jf 
On,r th• 1••r•, re1Nrch into lllprovtna the thr·u•t-to-velaht 
rat'lo and fuel conaumpr:1011 of aircraft p1 turbtnoa ha• followed t'VO 
ba1ic pnth11. The firnt approach ronultcd i.n hollc~.,. vc1Rht anving 
Tlic • j ! •1,H('r··1,">1·fi .1•),\1','\CJ(~.·1· 1.f: 'l ,t ~--· \. .. -,.',-.~ $.~ ,. ~ ,,. \. •\. .. ... .. , 'I.~ 
' . 
I ' 1 ' • 
,,·lr.·~·r.'f '·····•'.'.'.1' ,1*.· ''1c·.· \ ... *- , '~ \.._ .. '!' • ~ '·. <I ,._ l \ _.,,. l 1 I .~ fnct 
that the therm,xlyt1nmic efficiency of the cnKinc cj1 clc tnv:1rinbly 
incre.asea wf tl1 1ncre.aaing turbine inlet temperatures. These continually 
higher inlet temperatures have imposed incrcas ing 1 y stringent require-
c r ·1 •· 1· ,1·1 ·1 r- ,. t· c1"'.~ 1 l), )n t-'· 1 t . ._. t1 s· t··il·l 1·.r1 
.. .. ' "" l L ' ' "., L Ii. ' " . • ~ le L ... "" i ·•' i • -· ') .. .... 
.. 
j e t c n (,.: i n c s • 
Because of their strength and 1nicrostructural stability nt te111pera-
tures approaching their melting point [1-3], directionally solidified 
multicanponent eutectic composites are currently being investigated 
by several n1ajor jet engine manufacturers as possible c01npressor blade 
materials [ 4 J. 
The combination of eutectic canposites in hollow turbine blade 
design will help acc0tmnodate the requirements of increased turbine 
inlet temperature. Air cooling designs often require high strength 
joints for successful operation; therefore, in order to find extensive 
use, it is necessary to develop techniques for joining these materials. 
The joining procedure employed cannot involve any liquid phases, 
because this would completely destroy the controlled microstructures, 
which accounts for the usefulness of the composite [5]. Therefore, 




,; L ', 
'·' '· 
--''.1 
Joint. Tho t~raf,urc i11od i• aut>tt4nt1nlly bolaw the melting potnt 
Pr. °"·(- fl___ .,·. •' 1·• f'' II_ , \ · T t" ( • • ! Y' • ', ,_ ' ,1! '· j 'Ii. 1 • \.. " .t. \.._ . ~ ~ • • 
1 n t 1 Ul.:1 t c i n t c r f n t~ 1 a l c on t fl c t • ,_ h i l c :1 v o i. d i n g rn.n c r o H c op i. c d c ! crrrn..n t i. on • 
D1ffuaton botlding results vt1en atom movetnent is accoraplished by ther-
mal! y e.x c i t 1 n ~ n t.: <:wns n c r o s s the J o in t i n t c r f n c e • 
S .. (")} 1' t! I.', C) t ,t• • .,, } ,·l 1_· 11 •.f t- .. ,-· , , __ .. 'i l t ~ t... _ rJ1 -c.___ • _ " * .., ..- .~,11 • l • n r· ') ' ) . i ( 1· • ) { t t . i ..... ,, .. l"~ be subdivided on the basis 
of whether dcforn1.;.1ticrn or diffusion is the prcdornit1ant factor tn the 
joint formation. Both mechanisms will probably always operate to 
sane extent, but there are significant differences in the amount to 
which these rnech:1:1. isrns control a gi\ren .101.ning process. \,/hen co11si-
derable defonnation is used diffusion can be limited. On the other 
hand, deformation may be limited to very small surface areas when 
joining is primarily controlled by diffusion. 
Deformation bonding utilizes high pressures which correspondingly 
result in large amounts of deformation within the bonded components. 
This macroscopic deformation will destroy an aligned microstructure 
and therefore is not a favorable bonding technique. Diffusion bonding 
relies on lower defonnation and is therefore the logical approach to 
be pursued in joining directionally solidified eutectic composites. 
Diffusion bonding can be further subdivided into two categories: 
1. welding without an intermediate layer and 
welding with an intermediate layer. 
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double the dlffusion constant in mc>st metnls becnusc the process of 
diffusion ls found experimentally to obey n simple ,\rrhenius relation, 
-fl IR#r 
• \• - ~q }(-)'_' e , . • - .• 
... '•' """ 0 
The second functlon of temperature is to reduce I) C D 
the c 01n pres s iv e s t re n g t h o f t he 1n a t c r i n 1 1,,/ h i c h in t u r n d cc r e .-i s c:; t he 
hardness and therefore increases the deforrnation rate. 1'his helps to 
compensate for surface roughness and enables faying surfaces to be 
brought in to 111ore int itna te contact in a shorter t irne. Elevated tempera-
tures serve an additional service by helping to drive off absorded and 
chemisorbed contaminating surface films, thereby enabling quicker metal 
to metal contact. 
The main purpose of pressure during solid state diffusion 
welding is to provide intimate contact of the faying surfaces. The 
pressure must be adequate to cause some plastic flow so that the 
asperities will deform. If the pressure is too low, less than optimum 
joint properties will be obtained. According to various authors [11, 
12], it is important to work below the yield strength of most materials 
at any given bonding temperature. Bonding pressure above the yield 
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that less th:1n 11. deform.it 1,i"ltl in nl l tl1-zit_ is required to cnusc cracking 
o f n n r1>: id e f i 1 n1 • Pr cs s u r c m.n y u 1 so pr c vc n t ox id a t ion a t the joint 
by s c n l in~~ nut t: h c 
; 
• 
•·1· ' tn (} '· • • l flt· 1- t•_ 
.. '-· '. '" .. J' ! ' " •" ~ • 
O\.;c 11 t imc , ,.,lh i ch is defined as the length of time at a given 
temperature and pressure is kept t:o a mininnnn for both economic and 
metallurgic;il reasons during diffusion bonding. In general, the strongest 
joints are forn1ed .:Jfter intirnatc contact bet\,Jeen the surfaces has been 
obtained and a minimun1 of atom n1ovement has occurred across the joint 
interface. Even though some metals are completely soluble with other 
metals in the solid state, many combinations react together to form 
intermetallic compounds which are often very brittle. According to 
Bartle and Ellis [7], for most pairs of materials there should be a 
critical time and temperature relationship which if exceeded will 
result in the formation of a brittle joint. It is readily apparent 
that excessive time can result in too much atom diffusion, causing not 
* A diffusion bonding technique consisting of a hydraulic_ press with 
heated platens or some other means of applying heat to the sample. 
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only brlttlo lntorfflOtallte co.pound, but al10 vold1 vlthln tho Joint 
dcfortr ... '1ti,n, ifi li~-:ftcd in difftinlo·n honditlf-t, it. iN important tl1at the 
n , • ,. f · J (·-· t· _• r 1 ,,~ (. • , ) ,. , 
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r: ,.;1 c n t h c :tJ <1 s t h i g h l y me c 11:1 n i c n l l y po 1 i s he d s u r faces c on s 1 s t 
of microscoplc scr:ttchcs, with primary peak to valley distances up 
() 
to 500 or 1,000 A~ 11]. Because of thi.s 1nicroscopic roughness, ini-
than the nornlnal surface area. 1t has been estitnated that the initial 
contact area could be as low as 10- 6 times the nornin.al area [13]. 
Even ,.,hen pressure is applied, the actual contact area ren1ains small. 
K in g and ()\,.re z a r s k i [ 14 J es t i n1a t e t ha t on 1 y O . 5 r, of t 11 e to ta 1 int er -
facial area between two titanium surfaces is in contact at room tempera-
ture under a compressive load of 1,000 psi. 
In order to obtain the highest possible contact area, surface 
finishes no rougher than 600 grit should be employed [14]. Rougher 
surfaces can be used if softer intermediaries are used. Even these 
smooth surfaces are useless unless both faying surfaces are absolutely 
parallel over the entire contact area. Even a slight mismatch will 
further decrease the actual contact area. 
Surface cleanliness is equally as important as ··s·urface finish, 
because the degree of cleanliness before, during and after bonding can 






to form oxi.de films. Initiiil oxidation rate5 nre c.xtrcmcly r11pid. 
q, 
Oxide fc,rmntion cnn rench 75··\ r1f its nu1ximu1n thickness of 70 - 100 ,\ 
a t r o cnn t c n1 p e r :1 t u r e • l n a 
. -
,... .... 
~~1 ; 11 t l f ( • L~ ; h ·, 
cf ~ J • .. • l .,• .,. .-. • ' • '.: · 1) ' • I .. ·' 1 -~ '--~-> ,. f '··J ~- , 
• 
·\ t· t· 1 l C (• 1 • , ~ ·) t .-. 1 J . - ' ~ ,. . (. • i ~ . " , l • 
tures norina 1 ly c1np lc.>ycd during diffusion bonding, o;.-: ida t inn re~u 1 ts 
in tl1e forrnt1tion of thicker films and possibly a subscole layer which 
contains dissolved oxygen. Therefore one cannot talk of oxide free 
.,, 
fay in g s u r £ a c es a n d 111 u s t a c c e p t t he i r pres en c e \•,1 h c n d i f f us i on bond in g • 
As mentioned earlier, increasing temperatures will overc~ne 
oxidation problems by softening both the oxide and metallic phases. 
In the case of Al and Al2o3 , increasing temperatures cause the oxide-
metal hardness ratio to increase. This makes it easier to break up 
the Al2o3 and allows the Al to push through the cracks, thereby 
increasing the metal contact area. 
Bonding environment may also have a very significant influence 
on the quality of the final joint. Even a small amount of compound 
gases such as H2o, CO2 and so2 can cause a large increase in the oxi-
dation rate and hence in film thickness. •· Therefore, it is necessary 
to place the cleaned faying surfaces into a controlled bonding environ-
ment as quickly as possible. Three types of environments can be used: 
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a vncutu~ nf n t 1 c11s t - ·• JO torr 
It is dot1bt fu 1 whether the bonding environment ploys a s 1g·n1• 
ficant role i.n the dispoRnl of t.hc oxide and cot1t.nfni.nnti_tln for two 
r e :1· .. ~ ') l' e «-- ,,._,) l ' ' .. ) • F 1 rs t n f n 11 , t h c f :i y in g s u r f n cc s n re n n r ::v1 1 1 y c I n rnp c d 
together before being placed into the envi.ronzncnt and secondly. once 
a bond has been initiated, large volumes of oxides and contruninants 
will be sealed \•tithin the joint interface. It is therefore likely 
that 1nuc h of the oxide and con tan1 ina t ion is d iss ol ved in the parent 
material. 
Of the above five major process parameters, tempera tu.re exerts 
the greatest influence on the joining process. It is the only variable 
that can be effectively controlled while directly affecting pressure, 
time and surface condition. Increased temperature decreases both 
the time and pressure needed to achieve a perfect joint while compen-
sating for surface roughness. Pressure is less influential in joint 
formation but it must be sufficient to assure extensive initial defor-
mation of the contacting surface asperities in order to minimize void 
formation. Because pressure is usually kept below, but close to, the 
bulk yield strength of the material, there is little margin for pressure 
of pro,aurn and tu~pornturc and thnrut'o-ro it can,,ot bu coo1idvr11d on 
i '"""'.)•.··, .,,r -I . ., ''"" f" .-. 
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1 n or d c r to II v o id w.:1 c rod c f ortn:1 t i o t1 , :1 n d s t i l l c:» b t n i. n h 1 gh 
1 tr en J;; t 11 j o in t s l t i s de~ i. r n h l c t o u ti c 1 c,-, pr cs s u r c l n c on jun c t 1 on 
mediar~; is defined a:-; n scpar:1tc :::at.cri.al i n t c r p <1 :: t! d h e t \,t e en , bu t 
una t tac he d t o , the f o y in g s u r fa cc s [ 15 J • In termed i a r v trt.ft t er i a 1 s are 
;' 
used in either p0\i1der or foil form. Shear def orn1..1 t ion can occur 
t hr o ugh the f o l l t: h i c kn es s a id in g the a t t n i tune n t o f in t inia t e con tac t 
bet1.,1een faying surfaces and thereby cnabli11g joint fornuition bet\.Jeen 
rougher surfaces than would otherwise be possible. 
An interlayer is a material applied directly to either or both 
faying surfaces prior to bonding using an electrolytic plating or 
vacuum depositing technique [15]. Interlayers also contribute to the 
joint quality by protecting the faying surfaces from atmospheric oxi-
dation both prior to and during bonding. 
Although either similar or dissimilar materials can be used 
to promote diffusion bonding, chemical interdiffusion coefficients are 
usually much larger than selfdiffusion coefficients and high strength 
bonds can usually be achieved more rapidly through the use of dissimilar 
metals. The material selected must be metallurgically c.ompatable with 
- :10 -
tho ttorvleo ro·qu f r,11Mnt1, and tho tsubt1oquont proca11 tna of tho ba•• 
tn t.ho hrnld inP. 11 td cnnf nrmiflK t t'l the ,ihapc of the faying surfaces, 
It: iri <~vidcnt l"t~{·~ '.· 11t·.· 01 !1l1~·• .. • (l., 1.·'<·~i,;,: ;. {l"r f i1~1t 
'f ~' "'--· ' .... .. ..... ' ' ·• '--. . ,II, -· ~ ,_ I;, ... ~ i • ... ~ f ' ,. ti ~ di. f fuu ion bonding 
has numerotss i.nhcrcn t udvnn t ages over other Join 1 r1g proc C!lS Cfi. 1·hcsc 
may be Sll!mnt'lr ized as follows: 
1) Been use the cnt ire process O·ccurs in the sol id state, 
me 1 t in g and the res u l t ;1 n t c n s t s tr u c t t 1 re .~1 re c 1 i J:1 i n ;1 t c cl • 
The problems of segregation, shrinkage, cracking, and 
distortion stresses are effectively eliminated. 
2) Bee a use of the la ck of n1acrodef orn1.:1 t ion, d if fusion 
bonding does not disturb the metallurgical structure of 
the parent metal. 
3) Parts are essentially stress free. 
4) Joints are essentially defect free. 
5) Brittle intennetallic canpounds can be avoided provided 
the proper materials and welding conditions are selected. 
6) For each material combinations, there are several combi-
nations of parameters that will produce welds. 
Because of the numerous inherent advantages in diffusion 
bonding, various industries have devel~ped this method of joining 
into a reliable process. Current applications exist in the aerospace, 
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obtnincd hy Forero t. ... crc c<>t1.ttistnn[ ta'ith \1nluc?1 for tl1c bulk composite 
stren~th, the ductility '-'!IS quite law and the alig11ed nature of tlte 
eutectic \r.'il!i qui tc poor. 
The purpose of the present investigation was: 
1) 
2) 
To itnprovc the nature of a 1 ign1nen t dt1r ing the grOW'·th of 
the Ni-Ni 3Nb eutectic composite. 
To look nt the bonding paraincter of pressure and its 
effect on joint strength and ductility. 
3) To look at the elevated temperature strength and ductility 
of diffusion bonded Ni-Ni3Nb. 
4) To investigate the appearance of precipitates noted by 
Forero during optical microscopic examination of some 
joints and by Gangloff [4] as a result of heat treatment. 
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EX PER IMEh4t'Al. PROCEDURE 
I. Sol ld t f t c n t ton 
I. r r "'~ 1 l''. •·-. ,.'. .. ~ ~. ·· t J' • • (' ] ( • · 1 '' • ~ ~ • ' • ) 'l c··.• '1" I • {. ( l n t~, ,. ...... ~+--• f-1! .... -·~·+ ...... , • .., __ l' .... .,.1.. ~ •+ 
was id en t i c n 1 '-' i th t ha t o u t 1 i n c d h y 1: or c r o ( 1 3 ] • 
f~-irly mnstcr bents '-~ere nu1dc follo,...,i11g Gangloff's [4] and 
For c r o • !-i i 1 J ... • procec!urc. ,\ 1,e,.,~ pr need u re ,,nt s l n t: er f ounci t hn. t pro-
d U C Cd :1 i!l 1 C r n S t r UC t Ur C \,., h i C h \,.' .'l S . s upcr 1. or 
and Forero. 1~his procedure used 23.05 wt.% Nb as the eutectic com-
position, with a two-minute homogenization. 
The as-cast ingots \.Jere pickled in the same manner as the raw 
nickel and then, after vacuu1n purging the cl1an1ber, \.Jere unidirectionally 
solidified in 9/16" I. D. alurninun1 oxide crucibles under a positive 
argon atmosphere. The heat input to the directional solidification 
system was supplied by a vertical induction coil two inches in 
diameter. Early samples were grown with a growth rate of 4.7 cm/hr; 
later samples were grown with a growth rate of 2.2 cm/hr because the 
slower rate was found to produce a more perfect lamellar structure. 
In addition, at approximately the same time that the slower growth 
rate was adopted, a water cooled chuck* was added to the furnace in 
order to increase the thermal gradient from an estimated value of 
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f'Ach untdtroctta(vally noltdtfittd in~ot 11111 11oltahod longttudt-
snmplcs. 
II. Diffusion Bonding 
The cquipznent: used to produce diffusion bonded samples vas 
the ,.. ' ""fi-b v For c r o I I 3 ' 
.,, L --· JI • (_• (lt ! i ·_ ") •. ,, •.• ~ t ' -t if .... ! ~ ' ~ \,,., ~ ,. tis ed "f hc s a rn p 1 c c on f i g u r a t ion is 
s h own i n F i g u r c 1 • 
Sample preparation consisted of the follO\Jling polishing 
sequence. Each san1ple was placed in a special holder desig·ned to 
produce surfaces that are flat and perpendicular to the a:..:is of the 
sample over the entire surface area. 'fhe faying surface ,.;as ground 
through 600 grit wet paper followed by polishing on a nylon lap 
impregnated with 3µ diamond paste. The surface was then polished in 
a slurry of Linde B powder on a nylon lap. 
In the experiments utilizing an intermediary, the foil was 
prepared prior to the final polish on the faying surfaces. The foil 
was mechanically cleaned using cotton and 1.0µ Linde A dry powder. 
Both sides of the foil were cleaned to a bright finish. The foil was 
then cut to shape and ultra~onically cleaned in acetone for 15 minutes. 
Immediately after the final polish, the faying surfaces were 
.cle~ned with hot water and wiped dry with a clean lint free cloth,. 
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f ram the f urnnce. Un 1 css other,., is c specif icd, diffusion bonding t..1na 
performed nt 42,667 psi nnd R00°C f0r J~ hours. Figure 2 nnd Figures 
3 ! 'I ' il .'i!l( ill s h er;.,• t h c pr c s s u r e c".-cle and the hcatlng and coollng cycle 
en1p I tJycd in diffusion bonding. 
III. Mechanical Testing 
Tensile tests were conducted in accordance with ASTI1 specifi-
cation E21-69 [20] at tetnperatures ranging frorn roon1 te111perature to 
8 0 5 ° c; • A gauge 1 en g t l1 of 1 • 0 0 0 inch and a gauge d i an1 e t er of O • 2 5 2 
inches were employed. Elevated temperature tests were conducted in 
a Marshall furnace with three windings. Temperature was monitored 
using two thermocouples that were wired to the specimen gauge length. 
Both elevated temperature and room temperature tests were conducted 
in an air envirornnent at a crosshead velocity of 0.02 in/min on an 
Instron machine. Ultimate strain values were obtained from fiducial 
marks scribed on the specimen gauge length. 
Microhardness tests were performed on~ inch thick transverse 
sections using Tukon Tester. All tests were conducted using a 1.0 kg 
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lond. Dta•u•,d 1-Vrttmld ttardno•• v11luo1 roportad voro tho ovorng• of 
Th,; noli,f ton trcntfflOflt vn1 cnrrt.od ~•t lit 1220 ! 8°C for throe 
" r c· 'l , ~- ... • , , f · ·, • • <- .. 1· ". • 
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air ntntosphcrc. /, f t c r b o t: h h c n r 
quenched in a water bath c011t:nining 101. NaCl by weight. 
,\ll frncture surfaces were plated in nn elcctrolcss nickel 
plating solution in order to preserve the fracture profile during 
subsequent metallographic preparation. 'I'he electroless nickel plating 
solution consisted of 1 liter of \,1ater, 37.3 g of Nickclous Sulfate, 
26.4 g of S0diun1 llypophosphite, 15.9 g of Sodiurn .Acetate and 5 to 6 
drops of Sulfuric acid. Optimum plating rates were obtained at a 
bath temperature of 90 - 95°C. Prior to plating, the samples were 
cleaned for 15 minutes in acetone in the ultrasonic cleaner. 
After an adequate plating was obtained, the sample was surrounded 
by steel BB's and mounted longitudinally in bakelite. The BB's were 
used in order to minimize rounding of the fracture surface during 
metallographic preparation. The polishing technique was idential to 
that used in preparing the faying surfaces for diffusion bonding. 
Excellent contrast was obtained between the two phases using 





NI t 1 ng of f o c t Ot\ tho 6 pr cc 1 p 1 tat on n nd t: tv 1 n.1 u k t ns obi a r vn t ton 
eas ior. 
conduc tcd on n Philips rJ·! 300 c 1 cc t ron microscope. .An nccclcrnting 
pot c n t l n 1 of 1 O o KV w n s u ~ c d f or a 1 l f o i 1 s • 1\1 o d 1 f f c r c n t t cc h n i q u es 
were e1np 1 nycd in the prt1tit1c r ion of t hi.n f nils .. In the firBt tcchni-
q u c , t he f o i 1 s \ii c r c pr c p n r e d u s in g a n c 1 cc t r o l y t i c p o 11 s h i n g s o I u t i on 
consisting of 798 nil J\cc tic acid, 150 g chromium oxide and t. 2 ml 
water. Operating conditions of 65 vol ts nnd O. 09 an1ps were 1na in ta ined 
u n t i 1 a s 1na 11 ho 1 e a p p e ~1 red \,,1 i t h in t he d is c • In the s e c on cl t cc h n i q u e , 
the I}ft.1I II Ion :t-1icro 1-iilling Instrtn11ent nianufactured by the Conm1on-
wealth Scientific Corporation was used to produce a small hole by 
ionic bombardment. All foils were subsequently stored in vials con-
taining methanol until inspection time. 
VI. Electron Microprobe Examination 
All electron microprobe analysis was conducted on an ARL 
electron probe microanalyzer. As grown, solution treated and solution 
treated and aged samples were analyzed to determine whether any com-
positional variation within the lamellae had occurred as a result of 
the heat treabnents. An accelerating potential of 20 KV and a sample 
current of 0.05~ amps were used in all cases. 
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I. Mlcro1tructure 
OuritlJ-! t.ha course of this l.nvoatigntton. consldorablo tlmo 
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Il nd 
coworkers [19. 2:l. ,\cc(1rding to }follnrd and Flcrnings :2]] fl lamellar 
micros true ture is attn innb le frQTI of f-cutcc tic composition b,, incrcas ing 
t he v n 1 u e o f 1 : / V , \,., h c r c r; i. s t 11 e t: h e rnit1 l g r a d t c n t n n d \' is t he ~~ r C1\,t t h 
rate. ,\nnarunnnn [19J has pre\fi.ously dernonstr:1tcd the feasibilitv of 
obtaining an aligned lntnellar structure for off-eutectic ca11positions 
by increasing the value of G/V in the Ni-Ni 3 Nb eutectic system. 
In an atten1pt to obtain directionally solidified ingots with 
improved aligned eutectic microstructure, it was decided to increase 
the value of G/V to a value significantly larger than that used by 
previous investigators at Lehigh [4, 13]. The thermal gradient was 
increased by adding a water cooled chuck to the directional solidifi-
cation system, and at the same time, the growth rate was decreased fran 
4.7 to 2.2 cm/hr. At this slower growth rate, the interlamellar 
spacing (A) increased from a range of 7 - 10µ, to a range of 9 - 14µ,. 
This increase is in good agreement with directional solidification 
2 theory [24] which states that A V=C, where C is a constant. Using 
the increased G/V value during unidirectional solidification in conjunc-
tion with a new charging composition of 23.05 wt% Nb, the microstruc-
ture illustrated in Figures 4 and 5 was obtained. 
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For c r o [ l 3 ] . ·rohlc Il sho...'!i the rct-iults of this study • 
.. 
I t i. :; a pp n r en t f r tl!J·n t h c? d n f. n t hn t t: h c r c i r; l i, t t 1 c d i f f c r enc e 
pr es s u res • The bond ob ta i ne d us in g the in t c rn1c cl in t c pr cs s u re fa t l e d 
at the lowest vnlue of ultimate tensile strength. ~tacroscopically, 
th is s amp 1 e c x h i b i t e d a 'i1a 1 f mo on " fr a c t u re appear an c e [ 1 3 J • Th is 
type of fracture is most probably due to 1nisa 1 i.gn1nen t during bonding 
caused by the two faying surfaces shifting relative to each other 
(Figure 6) or to the two faying surfaces lacking con1plete contact (14] 
over their surfaces due to one or both of the faying surfaces being 
nonperpendicular to the growth direction (Figure 7). In either case 
the actual joint area will decrease and therefore the actual load 
for failure will be less than when there is complete bonding across 
the entire interface. 
Samples Pl and P2 (Table II) both exhibited 100% joint effi-
ciency* when compared to Gangloff's [4] and Hoover's [25] data on the 
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c on d i t i on <' f p l a N t i. c c on s l r n i n l !J c t u p •' i. t h i n t h c j o i n t • Th i s is an 
inherent: phcncneno,1 whet, borlding ,,.,ith n thin intermediary. As the 
ratio of foil thi_ckncss to sample dinn1ctcr decrense~, the n>:fnl ten-
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stress appror1ches the tensile s trcng th and brittle fracture occurs 
with little associated ductility [26]. 
Sample P2 exhibited l°',;er duet i 1 i ty than Sample Pl because 
of the pr en1a t u r e fa i l u r e th a t i. s a s s o c i a t c d \•l i t h t he ftha 1 f n1 o on " 
fracture surf ace. Bee a use San1p 1 e P2 failed prematurely, it exhibited 
less o twin boundary cracking than Sample Pl (Figure 8) and conse-
quently exhibited less ductility than Sample Pl. According to 
Gangloff [4], 6 twin boundary cracking occurs very extensively in 
room temperature tensile samples and is responsible for the excellent 
ductility in the eutectic composite. Sample P3 exhibited lower 
ductility than Sample Pl because part of Sample P3 fracture4 within 
the joint in a brittle manner. 
Because of the encouraging ultimate tensile strength values 
obtained at the low-er pressure and because the ductility was 
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Becnuri,.~ ni ~ he -.·:ir i.:1hil ity in structure from one investigator 
to another~ in order to ohtn i.n rcn l i.s tit~ \'fl lucs for joint cf f i c i<!ncy, 
r .-.~··,·1t·; 1· ·1 • , 11· •.• i 'I;,.,,,~!· . .l .. •;. ~ ~ ••. ~,-_. tcn:,ilc te::t~; ~.:t·rc conducted nn unbnndcd unidircc-
t i on n 1 l y s n 1 i d i f i c d i n ,.~ o t !1 a s \,: c l l a s on j o in e d s p cc i tn c n s • 'f n b 1 c 
III and Figure 9 stmunarize the results of this testing program over 
the temperature range 250°C - 805°C. At all test temperatures, except 
for 5 6 0 ° C , the u 1 t i nia t e tens i 1 e s t r en g th f e 11 \,/ i th in the range of 
reported values (Figure 9). 
Metallographic examination of the samples provide plausible 
arguments for the data that Y0."e obtained. Sample Tl exhibited the 
greatest ductility because of the large volume percent of nickel in 
the form of thick y lamellae within the aligned microstructure. This 
also accounted for the low ultimate tensile strength because of the 
lack of adequate reinforcing o. Samples T2 and T3 exhibited the 
greatest deviation from Gangloff's [4] data; this is attributed to 
the complete absence of a lamellar structure as illustrated in Figure 
10. It is evident in Samples T2 and T3 that there is a complete 
breakdown in structure resulting in a microstructure that may be so 
- 2·2., ··-·· 
)_ 
tho fnt lure ~cclinnt,~ of S~plo ft, (figure 11 ') but t1oro, tha micro-
•
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of nn 
the ultim...1tc tcn11ilc :itrct1gth might be somewhat less than expected, 
and been use the duct: i 1 it'f' is nffcct:cd b\' the rcgulnritv of the ~truc-
;f II<' :;;,:., If 
San1plc ·rs cont.ni.ncd ntu11crous inclusions throughout the s;unplc as \,tell 
as thick y lamellac (Figure 12). Electron microprobe analysis indi-
cated these inclusions to be niobium-alwninum oxides (see Appendix I). 
The s e b r i t t: I e inc 1 us i on. s c ~~] t1 a c t a s i n t c r n a 1 no t c he s , and be c a us c of 
their high nu1nb er, car1 cause composite fa i 1 ure to occur pre111a ture ly 
with lo'ti1er ultimate tensile strength and lower ductility. A more 
detailed discussion of the failure mechanism associated with inclu-
sions will be discussed later. 
B. Diffusion Bonded Samples 
After testing of unbonded samples, elevated temperature ten-
sile tests were then conducted on diffusion bonded Ni-Ni3Nb specimens. 
The results of the tests are given in Table IV and Figure 13. The 
tests conducted on bonded specimens may actually be separated into 
three different groups. One group was bonded without an intermediary, 
one group was bonded using Nickel 200 and the third group was bonded 
.... 2.3 ... 
_.::•:Pc,;/• • ' 
, 
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5 6 0 4 C ' n 1 1 ~; H :n p 1 C !s ( e X C C p ( f Or TH 1 n n d T n 2 ) C >: h l h i, t Cd H r r r O): ima t e 1 y 
100! bonding efficicnc;t. In the cases where the bonding cfftcicncy 
vas greater than 1007 .. , the microstructurc of the diffusion l)ondcd 
therefore of a n1ore perfect na turc than the s true ture found in the 
unbonded samples (Figures 10, 11 and 12). Above 560°C, the bonding 
efficiency drops rapidly to approximately 50% at 750°C. At each 
temperature (560°C or 750°C) the tensile strength of the bonded 
specimens are all approximately equal (regardless of the specific 
nature of the joint). However, the ductility of the joint is also 
of primary interest. As shown in Table IV, bonds made with Nickel 
200 appear to exhibit the greatest amount of ductility for all tem-
~eratures up to 560°C. At 750°C the ductility of the bond made with 
Nickel 200 is approximately equal to that exhibited by the bond made 
with Inconel 625. The samples tested without an intermediary exhibi-
ted the poorest ductility. 
For all specimen groups tested, as the test temperature 
increased, the ultimat~ tensile strength decreased, as might be 
expected,, .and the percentage of the fracture that occurs within the 
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developed ~hon n thin foll of soft 
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involved in diffusion bonding might provide insight into the probable 
causes of l~,.r duet i 1 i ty. 
The f1.)r1nation of a diffusion bond in a polycrystalline metal 
can be best described as occurring in three separate stages [14, 16]. 
Stage 1 involves the initial contact of the faying surfaces and 
includes deformation of the surface asperities and oxide films to 
produce intimate surface contact. Stage 2 is a time dependent stage 
where diffusional processes become more significant than deformation 
processes. Stage 3 corresponds to the diffusion controlled elimina-
tion of the original interface. Since the mechanisms dominant in 
any one stage probably also operate during the other two stages, 
considerable overlap is likely to occur. Each stage is slower than 
its predecessor so that the final stage occurs fairly late in the 
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gro-tth r;1te. This 1 irnitN !l1c :im<JtJnt_ nf cont.11{·t. nrc:1 ·.il·l1ich cnn be 
achieved at n given temperature in a rcnsonablc ti.me. 
Ni.kiforov [ ·,n·: polnts 0t1t th.it, i,n dif fuston bonding, the 
de f ornu1 t i on c n us e d h y c r c c p i s t he : :~ o s r i t :: p or r ; 1 n t r:: e c ha n i :.; n ·: ( , f S t: a g e 
1 contact area gro\,lth. Secondary contributions to joint iorznat:ion 
are a result of diffusional transport of atoms to the sharply concaved 
regions formed around the contacting asperities. Thus, at the end of 
Stage 1, the joint consists of voids of various shapes and sizes lying 
along an essentially planar interface. 
In a study on the joining of titanium, King and Owczarski [14] 
found that a growth of contact area to greater than 90% during Stage 1 
appears to be necessary for the formation of a successful joint. 
Contact area less than this amount appears to leave void space too 
extensive to be eliminated by Stages 2 and 3. At this point, the 
joint has .achieved fairly high strength with a brittle fracture occur-
ring along the interface when tested in tension. By the end of the 
first stage the surface contamination appears to be dissipated to a 
·1evel which will not impede Stages 2 and 3. 
- 26 .-
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contact with the voids. i\cc-ording to King and f).;cznr!iki i[ 11,J diffu-
sion alo11g the grai.n houndnrics is the ,nost efficient mechnnisrn for 
t he t r a n >~ f u r n f a ! cnn s t o t he v n id s a n d v n c ;1 n c i e s a \1.1 n v f r r~n t: h c v o id s . 
. 
S 1 O\.J'e r c 1 i 111 i n a t i on o c c u r s \,.r hen t he bound a r i cs m i gr n t c and 1 ea v c t he 
voids within the grains. 
The migration of the interfacial grain boundary occurs in 
the same n13nner as boundary n1igra t ion during norma 1 grain growth. 
The driving force is a result of the lowering of the internal energy 
by decreasing the grain boundary area and consequently the total 
grain boundary energy. 
Joint strength and ductility begin to approach base metal 
values by the end of Stage 2. It therefore is evident that the eli-
mination of the majority of voids and the migration of the inter-
facial grain boundary to a stable configuration are critical to 
achieving essentially 100% joint efficiency. 
Stage 3 essentially involves the slower elimination of the 
remaining voids that are enclosed within the grains. Elimination 
occurs by volume diffusion. It is possible that Stage 3 may be com-
pletely absent if the -initial .surface roughness and the joining 
- 27. -
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Ow-cz.nrek t or; A 1. [JI) provtdo 1upport tvo ovtdonco for tho 
above theory in thotr fftudy r)f tit:n,1tum dii"fuJt.<lfl voldt,,g. Additional 
t he \~ i c 1 d :t tr en gt, h to 
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be relnti.vely unaffected by the Joint quality. '-'ltcrc joint qtt.rality 
is c h n r n c t er i z e d by i. t s i_ n t er f n c i tt l v o id c cn1 t: c n t , tJ }1 i. 1 C d UC ( 1 l i_ t Y 
• 
f 5 d C f i !1 i t C 1 V -' i f f C C t e d h V t h C V O f. d C On t e n t • ,\ C C (') r d 1 n ~: { o l he t he () f y , 
i f t h c c on ta c t n r ca is 1 es s t: hn n 9 0·7, :i t th c c nd 1) 1· ;; t n g c 1 , t h c f o 1-
lowing stages will not be able to eliminate the extensive void for-
mat ion and the res u 1 ting bond strength \,.,f 11 be 1 ow. Th is approach 
q n s 1 i ta t iv e 1 y exp 1 a ins t he 1 O\·l s t r c n ~; t: h ob t a in e d in s nn1 p 1 cs 'I' B 1 and 
TB 2 of the pres en t in ve s t i ga t i 011 and 1 ends supp or t i ve e v id enc e to 
why the ''half moon" fracture is associated with such low ultimate 
tensile strengths as originally observed by 1~orero [13]. For samples 
with bond strengths approaching the ultimate tensile strength of 
the bulk material, the ductility was found to decrease significantly 
with an increasing volume fraction of voids at the bond interface. 
Incomplete contact of the bond surfaces due to depressions in 
the surface or scratches is a likely cause of voids at the joint. 
These voids are likely to act as pre-existing sites for failure 
during nonnal ductile fracture. In the microvoid coalescence mecha-
nism of plastic fracture, the normal sequence of events with progres-
- 28 -
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lowC!it cluctility of the three bond groups tc:ttcd nt 560°C due to the 
extensive distribution of voids ncross the entire cross section of 
the Joint. Thi.s provides ;i,,fdi tiona l evldcncc for the occurrence of 
t he h i. ~-: h pc r c c n t ; 1 ~: e o f t h c fr a c t u r t • ,.,., i t. h i n t h c J o in t o f a 1 1 t he 
samples bonded \,.rithout an interrnediary. 
Joint strength and ductility should begin to approach base 
metal values by the end of Stage 2, and the data for Samples TB 4 and 
TB 6 fit this description. Sa1nple TB 5, hcri..;ever, has a lcrwcr ulti-
mate tensile strength than either Samples TB 4 or TB 6. ~1acroscopi-
cally, the fracture surface of Sample TB 5 was found to contain a 
number of large inclusions within the parent metal. The fracture 
initiated within these inclusions and propagated to the joint inter-
face where final failure occurred. Because the probability of 
obtaining an inclusion within the plane of polish is low, an adequate 
micrograph of Sample TB 5 illustrating this fracture mode could not 
be obtained. However, an identical fracture mode was observed in 
another sample and illustrated in Figure 16. A detailed area of 
a fractured region associated with a line of inclusions away from 
the fracture surface of Sample TBS is shown in Figure 17. A con-
,. ti·nuous layer of nickel plating may be seen at the interior of this 
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turn. i.ncrcnsc!t the !itrC!l5 on t:hc inclusion-free 11rcas \thich then 
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(F i ~~ u r c 1 R ) , h er,,: c v c r f n i l u r e n c,.. ... , o c c u r s n t n 1 cnjJ' c r u 1 t i r:;;1 t e t en s i 1 e 
strength. Also, because the inclusions frnctured initially, Sample 
TBS exhibited a higher percentage of fa ilurc occt1rring within tl1e 
parent 1nctnl near the joint than \.Jas observed nt the lower test 
temperature of TB4. 
Table IV indicates that at 560°C (Figure 19) and 750°C the 
samples bonded using Inconel 625 exhibited a lower percentage of failure 
occurring within the joint than the samples bonded with Nickel 200 
(Figure 14). However, both samples tested at 560°C exhibited failure 
associated with the inclusions. Therefore, both samples could con-
ceivably have higher ultimate tensile strength and ductility as well 
as a different value for the percentage of failure occurring within 
the joint if the inclusions were absent from the microstructure. 
Direct comparison of the tensile data obtained at 750°C was possible 
between TB 8 and TB 10 because neither sample contained any inclu-
sions within their microstructure. Except for a slight difference in 
bonding pressure, the bond preparation and test conditions for both 
samples were identical. TB 10, the sample with an Inconel 625 joint, 
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had 11 11:ptflcantl)' hlah•r fJtA and I lovor porconta.a,o nt tAlluro oec·ur• 
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chcmicnl int.crdi ffott i.on; thi~i in rurn h .. 1:1 the cffccf of inrrc:t~: 1n~: 
join t du c t i, l i t y n n d 1 aw c r in g t h c per cc n t n g c of f n i l u r e t h.a t or c ti rs 
with in the Joint. Ptar ther i.nves t lgn t ion n 101,g thefie lines might be 
1 n nr d er ~ i n t h n t 1 ~1 er t: e rn pc r a t u r e t e n s i 1 e d n t: a for j o i. n ts rn.a d c w i. th 
Inconcl 625 Hlight she)';,._! very high duct i 1 ity even though t host~ joints 
tested at high ten1perature n1ight be affected by the fonnation of 
major a.mounts of the reaction product. 
The rapid decrease in joint efficiency above 560°C is possibly 
due to the synergistic effect of the loss of triaxiality and to the 
decreasing ultimate tensile strengths of the intermediaries. At 
these elevated temperatures, yielding of the eutectic composite occurs 
at a lower stress than at room temperature. This yielding relaxes the 
plastic constraint conditions and the resulting strain in the joint 
(at lower stresses) produces premature failure [33]. In addition to 
the lower yield strength of the eutectic, the tensile strength and 
yield strength of the intermediaries also decreases. At 750°C, the 
.tensile strength of annealed Nickel 200 is only 14,000 psi compared 
to 37,000 psi at 560°C [34]. This significant decrease in strength 
along with the relaxing of the plastic-constraint by the base metal 
results in bonding efficiencies of less than 50% at 750°C. 
. ' 
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n Widrr~antititttcn morpholc)gy on ,1 l l four { 111} habit. planes i.n the '! 
Quinn I 2 H, 2 9] nnd Hoover [ 2 5, 35] reported a 
canpletc absence of 6 prccipi.tat:cs fn thci_r ns-gr~tt1 specimens. 
found 6 precipitates inn t .. 'idinanstattcn rnorpl1ology in the,., pl1ase; 
these precipitates increased in density with increasing test tempera-
ture. 'I'he distribution of the precipitates \t1as noted to be very 
non-uniforn1 in that some la1ncllac shO\.Jcd an ::ibsence of precipitation 
while other la1ne l lae were very heavily prec ip i ta ted. Gangloff [ 4 J 
verified Annarumm.a's [19, 27] observation that the precipitation 
habit plane was of the [111} type. In an attempt to increase 6 
precipitation, Gangloff heat treated specimens for various times at 
1000°C. As a result of the heat treatment, a non-uniform low density 
distribution of precipitates ms observed which was independent of 
heat treating time. The overall precipitation density was observed 
to be equally low in both the heat treated and the hot tensile speci-
mens. However, Gangloff noted that in the tensile specimens, a frac-
tion of the lamellae were saturated with precipitates and he concluded 
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Observed in an ns-f:r<1i,tH sart1p}C that \..tflS tested in tension Ht 805°C 
( F 1 gu re 2 l ) • l>r cc i p i t n t cs "-'Cr e found a f t c r d i f f us i on bond i t1 g "'' i thou t 
an in tenned iary (Fi gt1rc 2 2) in ngrccrnen t \,., i th Forero' s [ l 3 J obs crva -
tions. Pr CC i P l t :1 t C S \o;' Cr C H } S O Oh=~ t~ I .. V t~ d 1 (1 d i f f US i O t1 [) 011 d Cd 
. 
,.· ·11~1 n 1 CS. • ) •- ' • t . , . 
(without an intern1edit1ry) that ,,.1ere tested in tension at 25C)°C and 
450°C. Precipitation also occurred following a solution treating 
and aging heat treatment (Figure 23). Cellular precipitates were 
observed in y dendrites of as-gro\,1n samples that contained the hypo-
eutectic y phase (Figure 24). However, ir1 the lamellar regions of 
these specimens, precipitation was not observed. 
Additional observation of o phase precipitation was made by 
transmission electron microscopy. Prior to the production of trans-
verse thin foils, some samples were solution treated for one hour 
at 1220°C and then quenched in brine, and others were solution 
treated, quenched and then aged for one hour at 1000°C. For purposes 
of phase identification, selected area diffraction patterns were 
obtained.for both they phase and the 6 phase near an interfacial 
region (Figure 25). The diffraction pattern for they phase (Figure 
---· "-··--··· - . . --- .. - -···--. , __ ---·. - ... 
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pattern illustrated i.n Fi.gurc 28, .rind the grt7',tt:h nxis \Jtns detcrznincd 
to be ( I [ 1 i OlN~ _· 11 [ lOOlN· ._ ~~t • 1·he crystallographic re lat iot, be tween 
.. 1 l J' I 1, 3 ,, ) 
each of the phases and the orientation of the lan1ellar interface \,/85 
de t c rn1 inc d by p 1 a c in t~ t h c r o ta t c d L n t e r f :i c i a 1 t r a cc ·J:· o \re r t h c d i f fr ac -
tion pattern of Figure 28. 1'he relt1tionship was found to be such 
that the interface is 11 (lll)Ni 11 (010)Ni
3
Nb. These relationships 
are in con1plete agreement with the results found by Quinn [28, 29] 
and Annarunnna and Turpin [27]. Quinn obtained his results by X-ray 
diffraction analyses. Annarumma and Turpin used the same technique 
that was employed in the present investigation to determine the 
growth relationship, while the interfacial relationship was determined 
from the diffraction pattern of a foil oriented parallel to the growth 
direction. 
*Rotation correction was found from the rotation of the [001] 
the surface of a Mo03 crystal relative to the [001] obtained 
diffraction pattern from the same crystal. 
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dlffrnct ton pat tarn (figure 30) wau obt.ninod tn order to provida 
diffr.tcr 10:1 
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prec ipitutes 11re the -~ - ?~i 3!{b phnso nnd thi1t tho prcc ipitntc habit 
plane i.R t:he ( 111) of the v ph.nse matrix as found by previous inves-
t iga tors. 
Examination of the as-grown samples shO\.ted the presence 
of a low density of randomly arrayed dislocations. During observa-
tion of the s o 1 u t ion t re a t e d th in f o i ls , a number of 1 a r g e d is 1 oc a -
t i on n e t \,,r or ks \•le re ohs c r v c d \,.r i t h in t h c y p base \,,r h i ch c :-~ h i b i t e d a 
very regular angular relationship (Figure 31). Using one set of 
dislocations as the reference line, the other two dislocation direc-
tions were found to lie at approximately 56° and 109° respectively. 
These dislocations were identified by diffraction analysis to lie on 
traces of the (111} planes. A set of dislocations was observed to 
lie parallel to the interface and therefore exhibited the same inter-
facial relationship as the lamellae (Figure 25). The two sets of 111 
planes at 0° and 109° with respect to the interface lie parallel to 
the interface or perpendicular to the foil. The two sets of 111 
planes whose traces in a 110 view lie at an angle of 56° to the inter-
face (these are the planes that produce the diffraction spots in the~ 
110 view) both appear as parallel traces in the bright field image 
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r o l n t t on rs h t p \.n, ti oh tn i. n e d f r <~ .1 n op f 1. c n l m t c r o R r n p h ,, f r h c 6 r r o c 1-
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prcc ip i tn t cs vere f Otind t O 1 ie n t nppr<»: tm.a tc ly sa~ and l 08° respec-
t i ve l y t o th c r c f c r c n c c 1 t tl e • 
As d i. s c u s s c d p r c v i t) u s l y , c on t i 1 H i c) u : ; pr e c l p i t n t i on o c c u r r i n g 
in a \~idmans tat ten n1orphology was observed in the ct1rrcn t invcs t iga-
tion in the y phase of an aligned specimen that had underg011e tensile 
testing at 80S°C. Similar observations were recorded by Gangloff [4] 
at slightly higher te1nperatures. In both studies, the distribution 
of the precipitates was observed to be very non-uniform. Gangloff 
observed that some lamellae were devoid of precipitates while other 
lamellae were very heavily precipitated. Similar observations were 
made in the present investigation, however it was also noted that the 
very thin lamellae lacked precipitates while the very thick lamellae 
were very heavily precipitated. This size dependent relation sug-
gests a critical lamellar width below which precipitation is not 
observed, while the observation of precipitates in as-grown samples 
that were tensile tested indicates that the process is also stress 
assisted as proposed by Gangloff. Thus the observation of a critical 
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Widmiarint,nt.ton prccipltntlon va1 al10 ob1orvod tn tho y ph.a•• 
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bonded without an intermcdinr·y e.xhibited precipitation vi thin the 
v p ha s e • In a 1 1 c n ~ c s , t: h c pr cc i. p i t n t i on w n a n on - u n i form \..t i. t h 
c op t o u s p r e c i p i. t a t i o n o c c u r r i n r; i n t h e t h i c k 1 ; u :: c 1 1 n t • , ... · h i 1 e t h c 
thin lan1cllnc had very little precipitation und son)C Ln1nclli1c were 
completely devoid of precipitates. 
The observation of precipitates after the diffusion bonding 
operation in san1ples \.Jithout an intcr111cdi.ary \,.rhilc it \.;as not observed 
in sarnp les that were diffusion bonded \,Ji th an in tern1ed ia ry appears to 
give further support to Gangloff's [4] stress assisted precipitation 
hypothesis. Because the softer intermediary is capable of deforma-
tion, stress on they lamellae is decreased, which decreases the 
driving force for precipitation and therefore precipitation does not 
occur. 
For alloy systems quite similar to those investigated by the 
present author, applied stresses or the existence of dislocations have 
been shown to play a critical role in precipitation as explained by 
Kirman and Warrington [36] and Hren and Thomas [37]. 
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I t is poss i b le th.a t the f in e e q u i axed pre c i p i t n t es obs er v c d by Anna -
r umma e t a 1 • [ 2 7 ·1 are s i n1 i la r to the me ta s tab 1 e pre c i p i ta t es ob-
served by Ki r nu1 n and \·la r r in g t on [ 3 6 ] . A 1 t h ou g h n o f in e 1 y cl i. s t r i -
buted equiaxed prccipi t:.itcs \.Jere observed in the current investi-
gation, the final appearance of the S-laths observed by Kirman et al. 
and the Ni3Nb phase in the Inconel 718 alloy observed by Boesch and 
Canada [38] are almost identical to that of the precipitates found 
in the present investigation (F~gures 29 and 32). 
In the Al - 20 pct Ag alloy, Hren and Thomas [37] showed the 
growth of y' hexagonal precipitates to occur by the continuous motion 
of interfacial partial dislocations. Growth normal to the {111} habit 
plane occurs by the spontaneous nucleation of partial dislocations on 
alternate {111) planes. Nicholson and Nutting [39] ahd Frank et al • 
• 
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that f 11ut tff might be crc.ntcd. ltrcn nnd ThCJmltff [ 37) conf' irrncd thi1 
of sil\rcr atoms to the interfacinl dislocations which cat1 then move 
further apart .. As the dislocations spread further npnrt, the stacking 
fa u 1 t: en c r g y tn us t c n 11 t i rH 1 t1 us I y d e c r e : i s e ! ; i n c e t h c c n e r g y i s p r op or -
t i ona 1 t o th c n re a b <Jun <l e d by t he pa r t i a 1 s • 
1. Detern1ination of the Stacking Fault Energy of they Phase 
During transmission electron microscope examination, a disso-
ciated node (Figure 33) ,;.Jas observed in the y pl1ase. Calculation of 
the stacking fault energy was conducted by measuring the radius of 
curvature (R) of the partial dislocation and substituting this value 
into the equation, y = Gb 2/2R [41, 42] where y is the stacking fault 
energy, G* is the shear modulus, and bis the Burgers vector of the 
partial dislocation. Using 12.48x 1011 ergs/cm3 as the value of G, 
0 0 
0.733 A for band 240 A for R, the stacking fault energy was calcu-
lated to be approximately 14 ergs/cm2• As pointed out by Annarmmna 
et al. [27] dissociation of three fold nodes in the v phase suggests 
*Because of the absence of any data on the v phase, the value used was 
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of f he ci~cr;.~·'t c)f ni.ckcl pl~r percent Holutc. 
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Although nlQbittm \tt1s not li.sted, its .:ipproxim.'ltc cstiffl.t1tcd influence 
wn ff <' b t fl i. n cd ft" om 11 e c k er ' s r c !'i u l ts :1 n d \it n s u a e d t o c n 1 cu l o t c rt v n l u e 
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was dcterrnined to he Ht) crr~s/c:~~·· or lcr.,lcr using :i value of 200 ergs/ 
cm
2 for pure nickel [27]. ;\lthough tl1is value is still higher than 
the vnlue obtai11ed from the dissociated ncxle, the stacking fault 
en er g y is s i g n i f i. ca r1 t 1 y 1 0\,.1 er c d by the ad d i. t: i on o f n i ob it nn • 
2. Appl ic:1 tion of Precipitation 'fhcor)r to the Present 
Investigation 
As pointed out by Hren and Thomas [37] during growth, new 
precipitate layers suddenly form and spread out along [111} by move-
ment of new interfacial partial dislocations. These layers start at 
the edges of the initial layer, but never grow to quite the same 
lengths as the underlying ones. Thus, precipitates develop into a 
lenticular shape being one or two layers thicker at the center than 
at the ends. In the current investigation, observation of the preci-
pitates (Figure 29) which are at an angle to the interface show them 
to have a lenticular nature, with the narrow end closest to the inter-
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l le a 1 otl g t h c ( 1 l 1 ) ..,~,r h ii b i t, p 1 11 nu ~i , n r1 d t-t inc c t h c n n ~ u l n r r c l n t i Otl -
ships bct\.teen the dislocnti,ons nnd prccfpitntes nrc idcnticnl. it ls 
h i g h 1 y pr n h n h 1 c t h n t t he fr cc en e r g y 11 e c e s s n r y for t h c f o rn1.11 t i on of 
near dislocntions such tliat precipitation cnn occur nnd therefore 
these dislocations act as nucleation sites for 6 precipitates in the 
y lamellae. This argun1ent can also be used to explain the occur-
rence of precipitation in the diffusion bonded samples that were 
bonded without an intermediary. In these samples, the stress was 
distributed uniformally throughout the sample inducing the formation 
of dislocation networks which then act as nucleation sites for preci-
pitation. Precipitates were absent from samples bonded with a soft 
intermediary because the majority of the stress was concentrated within 
the intermediary, resulting in a lower stress level in the parent 
metal which was below the energy requirement necessary for the forma-
tion of a dislocation network. Precipitation that was observed 
within the as-grown samples tested in tension at 805°C can also occur 
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of the l ocn 1 prcc ip i tat 1011 procc9s; it ~,.y, hwcvcr, a ff cct the macro-
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ha v c f ou n d t h n t t h c d i s t r i h u t t on of pr c c i p i t n t cs :1 t gr a i n b ou n d a r i es 
in a nickel-base superalloy is affected by stress sense but that the 
local morphology of precipitates is unaffected. 
1'he observation of precipi.tates in the solution treated and 
aged samples can also be explained using a dislocation-nucleation 
hypothesis. Cline et a 1. [ 4 7 J in their work on the NiAl-Cr eutectic 
system, showed that interfacial dislocations were still present in 
the rnicrostructure up to 1400°C. This is due to the fact that at 
elevated temperatures the solid solubility of Cr in NiAl is increased 
which causes a corresponding decrease in the percent of lattice 
mismatch. This reduced lattice mismatch was reflected by rotated 
networks and increased dislocation spacing, which was accomplished 
by the movement of the interfacial dislocations from the interface 
network into the NiAl matrix. A similar dislocation movement can be 
expected in the Ni-Nb system because the solubility of niobium in 
the y phase increases with increasing temperature, w.hich results in 
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l . Ph n s e !'Ii n Kr .-i1:: con s id e r .1 t i on s 
!he ni.ci-:el :ind nin~iit)::·. r<•ntcnt for srnnples i.n the ns-grovn, 
a o 1 u t t on t re n t t: d a n d s o 1 u t i on t r ca t c d a n cl n g e d c on d i. t i. on s \,,' n s ob-
tained using the 1\RL electron probe micronnalyzer (Table V). From 
the atom percent values given in Table V for each of the components, 
the volume fraction of the 6 phase was calculZJted frOin the phase rule 
using 16.0 at. % niobiun1 [48] as tl1e eutectic con1position. The volume 
percent of 6 in the as-grown sample \rJas calculated to be 31. 6% and in 
the solution treated sample, 29.3%. This data agrees very closely 
with the values obtained by Mills [49] by quantitative metallographic 
techniques on the same samples used for the present electron probe 
microanalysis. Mills reported values of 31.8 + 1.6% for the as-grown 
-
sample and 27.0 ± 1.3% for the solution treated sample. Therefore, 
on solution treating the volume percent of the 6 phase decreases 
while the atomic percent of niobium in the v phase increases. As a 
result of the solution treating and aging, the atomic percent of 
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vhich nccordinK tn !·~i l lr1 [l•9'~, 11ccountcd for an additional 9 volume 
percent. i\ comparison between the electron probe micronnnl)rsis dnta 
for t he aged s a mp 1 e on d 1·~ i l l !i ' v11luc \..'11!1 not nossihle becnuse the a-• 
• mount of r1 i ob i um in t h c "' - p h n s e r cg i on c ou 1 d no t b e d i s t i n g u f s h c d be -
tween solid solution or precipitates. The calculntiow used in the a-
bove d is cu s s ion may he s ummn r i z c d p i. c t or i a 1 1 y and n re s h ~.; n in F i g • 34 • 
A c001p~1rison bett,.rcen the data in Table V and tl1e phase dia-
grams determined by Duerden and Hume-Rothery [48] and with the phase 
diagram listed in Hansen [50] reveals a major discrepancy along the 
· nickel solvus line. The solvus line in both diagrams was determi11ed 
by X-ray techniques. Closer agreement with the present microprobe 
results on the position of the solvus line was obtained using the 
phase diagram published by Shunk [51] and with the set of points 
obtained microscopically in Hansen [SO]. At this time, it is not 
known which method was employed to determine the solvus line exhibited 
by Shunk [51]. 
Duerden et al. [48] reported that when they observed high 
solid solubility of niobium in they phase, although·no precipitates 
could be resolved in the optical microscope, X-ray diffraction indi-
ca~ed 6 ph~se lines to be present within they phase and hence they 
proposed that the high niobium content was due to the presence of a 
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fr an the pr cs c n t m 1 crop r o bo re 8 u l ta 11 1 n KO oo n gr a cf!la n t vi t h r h c one 
aet of dnt:n ohtn i_ncd by microscope exnrninn t ion in lt:inscn [ SOJ and 
the n (_' • • , 1 'l t n ., -~·.I:· '\.,;' .. , 1T' C:\1,111 1• 
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exhibited by Shunk \,;ould r:inkc procipitnti0n of 6 verr difficult and 
does not account for the large volume fraction of prccipi.tatil':,n 
observed by ~fills [ 4 9] during aging. Hee a uso of the d isngrecment 
between the var i. o us d i a gr n 1ns it is pas s i b 1 c th n t t he n i c kc l so l vus 
line may closely rese1nble the solvus line exhibi.tcd in the Ni-Ta 
S)'Stem [SO] because both tantalum and niobiu1n riave the same crystal 
structure and approximately the same lattice parameters. A solvus 
line of this shape could conceivably account for the precipitation of 
6 in they phase. 
2. Electron MicroErobe Scanning Profile 
Additional data on the change in composition during the vari-
ous heat treatments was obtained from the movement of the electron 
beam perpendicular to the lamellae (Figure 35). The concentration of 
niobium in the center of the 6 lamellae and the concentration of 
nickel in the center of the v lamellae are believed to be the equili-
~rium values. The apparent concentration gradients are thought to be 
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ctlroctly rolatod to tho actual concontr11tton profll•. Thi• data 
It nhftuld 
be po 1 n ! rd 
vithin ttta "',' pllana (firnt. lnr:lftllnc on the left 1ido) la due to the 
preaence of ·~. \..•idrr.;..nnst:ittcn procipit:ntion. 
observed within the "l dendrites of the hypocutcctic microstructure 
(Figure 24) appears to be of a discontinuous nature ln contrast to 
the c on t in u ou s pr e c 1 p i t n t i on obs c r v c d h y pre v i o us in v e : ; t i }~ n t or s [ l+ , 
13, 19, 271, and ;1s der:1onstrated in the other san1ples of the present 
in v es t i g a t ion • D is con t in u o us pre c i p i ta t ion is n orma 11 y nu c 1 ea t ed 
quite easily at an incoherent boundary such as a high angle grain 
boundary. In order for discontinuous precipitation to occur within 
a lamellar structure, a large driving force is required to overcome 
the high energy barrier that is associated with the semi-coherent 
lamellar interface. This accounts for the absence of discontinuous 
precipitation within the aligned lamellar region; however disconti-
nuous precipitation is observed within the large y dendritic regions. 
In these regions, the interface is incoherent, which results in a 
lower interfacial energy barrier and therefore enables the disconti-
nuous precipitation reaction to occur. In this form of precipitation, 
cells of the eutectic structure are nucleated at interfacial boun-
daries and grow into the dendrites with the new, very fine precipitate 
lamellae produced roughly normal to the transfonnation front. 
-- ···-~- -····-··-·-··-·-···-·- ··-·---· ... -·· 
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prectpltntca 01, tht1 rr1ccllnni.c:nl proportion ,11' tho !ti-1;1.)!;h AliKnod 
eutectic canpoaitc. HlcrohardncHn toBts on tho na-grt'l'\.ttl noltJtlon 
treated nnd nolut1on trcotcd nnd ngod namplcs were tNldo. The roaultl 
Of t.llc• ,~-i,·rc1i 1 , 1 1·,i·,_,t•·-:~i 't••:•_-._'. n1-t• ·1•-_· '-""111, .... ,•1• ~ . t .. of ' ,_ ' . • II' • i - ""' • • '"'-' ... • ... • ', _, ... '!' l: "I l .. Jr - "" ir t, 'I '-- "- '- . ' ,Jl ........ ~ • 
Sample DPH 
aa-g·rown 376. a + 13.0 
-
solution treated 34 7 . l. "t" 10.6 
-
solution treated and aged 373.6 + 7.6 
-
The hardness of the as-grown sample appears to decrease upon solution 
tre~ting and then increases upon aging to hardness values that are 
essentially equivalent to the original as-grO\,rn hardness. The decrease 
in hardness upon solution treating is in agreement with the hardness 
data reported by Mills [49]. This trend is also consistent with the 
electron probe microanalysis data which indicates a decrease in the 
concentration of niobium in the o phase and with Mills who reported 
a decrease in the volwne percent of the o phase in the microstructure 
because the total amount of 6 phase is decreased and 6 is the streng-
thening phase. The increase in the concentration of niobium in the 
6 phase and in the volume percent of 6 in the microstructu~e [49] 
accounts for the increase in the hardness of the aged sample. The 
amount of n.iobium in the v phase remains essentially constant after 
the aging treatment. However, in the aged condition, optical micro-
·-···-~------





Tita tl.Ardnc11 dntn obtained ln tho curront tnv11ttptton l1 
81 gn { f t C II n f: l y h { 8 h Or t h.il fl th C \t ri 1 UC fl r C p Of t e d h )' (:n I"\ ·g l Of f l f, ] II nd 
.at!1·ihuted to 
the current invcs ti gn t i(1n*. 
8. Ro01n Tcrnrcr a ture Tensile Behnv lor 
~ • (' 1 t H·- r·~ ,, r .,. ,. ·· r~ n , ( ·i 6 1 + 
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Add ft ional infnrr~·~·1t inn on the effects of 6 precipitation on 
room tcn1pcrt1ture tensile tests (1'able VI). An as-grow-n san1ple was 
tested and exhibited a tensile strength within the range of reported 
d a ta (Fi g·u re 9 ) , h O\,J'e ve r the du c t i 1 i t y was very 1 ow • Exam i na t i on of 
the sample revealed that the fracture occurred outside the gauge 
length. Microscopically, there was no evidence as to why the failure 
occurred with such low ductility. Since the sample failed outside 
the gauge length it is conceivable that some stress raiser was pre-
sent to initiate the failure. Therefore, the ultima·te tensile 
strength and ductility are not representative values for this sample. 
II 
The first solution treated sample (RT2) and the first aged 
sample (RT3) exhibited very low strength and ductility. Microscopic 
examination revealed the presence of an extensive distribution of 
inclusions and numerous quench cracks. Examination of both fracture 
*The quantitative metallographic technique was identical to the pro~ 
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the pres c n c c () f t h c q tJ enc- h c r n c ks , t h c u l t i inn t t1 t e n s i 1 c s t r c n f: t h in 
these samples is close to the highest values reported. It therefore 
appears thnt: the quench crncks do not have any deleterious effects 
on t h c u l t i. : : :.: 1 t e t e n s i 1 e s r r t~ n r: t h . ·r h i s i s i n n F: r c e:: : e n t \,.t i t h K or b c t 
al. [18] \.:ho fc)und that n1icrocracks parallel to the load do not affect 
strength in a tensile test. tiowever, the ductility in these samples 
is quite low. The same argument that was applied earlier to explain 
the effects of voids on the ductility of diffusion bonded samples is 
also applicable here. 
From the hardness data, the ultimate tensile strength of the 
solution treated sample is expected to be significantly lower than 
the strength obtained for the as-grown and aged samples. This rela-
tion is not consistent with the tensile data obtained in the current 
investigation for several reasons. First of all, the as-grown sample 
failed outside of the gauge length. Secondly, the aged tensile sample 






or proctpltatton on tho -·chanlcal proportl.01 could not accuratoly be 
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reaol vc the nmb1gu 1 t ioa obtained from the microlllirdne11 and the rooaa 






1. Tb• nature of tho •tcr01ttructur11I ollgnmont of th• Nt-Nt3Nb 
cutccttc (:ompa1lto ,,. lf!JIProvo·d by incrc.t11lng (,hoc; to V 
2. The diffis11ion bondint; pressure can bu dcc:re.011od frm the value 
uaed by 1---orero [13] while providing ulti,rn.~tc t~nsile strength 
and ductili.ty- cquivnlcnf to the vnlues obtnined previously. 
3. 
ob t n i n e d f r o tn t he e l c v a t c d t: e: :: p e r a t u r (~ t e n s i 1 c t. e ~; t s n f 11 l l 
diffusion bonded groups are lower than the previously reported 
va l u es for th c n s - gr 0\,111 i n go t s • \ 
4. Dislocations \ .. ~ere observed in a solution treated sample and 
5. 
by diffraction analysis, detern1ined to lie on the traces of 
the {111} planes. These dislocations appear to act as nuclea-
tion sites for the precipitation of the 6 phase which is also 
observed to lie on the (111} habit planes of they phase. 
The stacking fault energy of they phase is significantly 
decreased by the presence of niobium in solid solution. 
6. The hardness of an as-grown sample is decreased as a result of 
a solution heat treatment. Aging a solution treated sample, 
causes an increase in hardness to a value approximately equal to 
the hardness of the as-grown sample. 
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Con,pot l t lon o! ~it art t.ng Haror la 11 
Nickol {99. 9S~.) Niobium (99.98) 
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Room TO!lpOrnturo Tonn 11~ l>ttt4 ~ta lnod fraa. Al tgnod 
Sample rt 
F o i l 1··h i c kn cs s ( i, n ) 0 .. O o J 5 
D\..~c 1 I T i :::e (hr ) 3 • 5 
Bondini..~ 
Ternper n ture (°C) 
Bond ir1g 
Pressure (ks i) 
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Elevated Temperature Tensile Data Obtained fran 
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Elevated Temperature Tensile Data Obtained 
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Room Temperature Tensile Data 
Obtained from Heat Treated Samples 
CF % RA 
in 1. 000" @ Fracture Remarks 
2.1 2.2 Failed outside of tt,e gauge length. 
1.5 1.5 Failed along i,1c lus ions. 
0.0 o.o Failed along inclustona. 
4.6 4.0 Failure associated v1th quench crack.I. 
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Figure 1. Schematic of sample prior to diffusion bonding plus 
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Figure 2. Diffusion bonding pressure plotted as a function of time, 
where zero time corresponds to the termination of the 
dwell time in the diffusion bonding cycle. 
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Figure 3.a.Heating rate in the interior of the diffusion bonding 
furnace • 
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F_igur.e 3.b.Cooling rate in the interior of the diffusion bonding ... 
furnace. 
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Figure 9. Ultimate tensile strength of Ni-Ni3Nb plotted as a func-
tion of temperatures. Legend: 
___ Gangloff [4]; ___ Annarumma [27]; 
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Legend: 
o - Nickel 200 
6. - No intermediary 
o - Inconel 625 
Figure 13. Ultimate tensile strength of diffusion bonded and 















Volume F)cr-c:c-_·~-lt 6 = 31.8 
AT °lo Nb 1n 7 = 12.35 
SOLUTION-TREATED 
Volume Percent 6 = 270 
AT 0/o Nb in 7 = 13.13 
SOLUTION-TREATED AND AGED 
Volume Percent 6 ~ 33.2 

































Figure 34. Effect of heat treatment on the lamellar width where 
A = · 15µ,. 
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ana 1 ys is. An tmngc o! the specimen wns obta incd using back seat tered 
e 1 e c t r 01, ff ; r i R ti r c i, - l N hows n l n r ~ c i n c 1 u s i 011 c on t:. n l n c d \ta' i. t h l n t: he 
n l i r~ 11 e d ::·. i c r o .·~ f r 1 1 c r '; t r c . I n or de r to i d c n t i f v t he e I c: :: en t s c r1n t :1 i. n c d 
in t he i n c l us i () n s n n c n c r g y d i. s per s iv c X - r a y d e r e c t or ,, .. r a s us ed t o 
measure the X-ray intensities emitted from the sample. This informs-
tion was then fed into a inultichnnnel analyzer to count the entire 
spectrui:1 of X-rays cn1itt:cd fron1 the inclusion and surrounding back-
ground. 1'he only ele1nents found to be present were nickel, niobium, 
aluminum, and oxygen. The wavelength dispersive X-ray system was then 
set to correspond to the X-ray wavelengths emitted by each element. 
A micrograph was then obtained from the X-rays emitted for each corres-
ponding wavelength. Figure A-2 was obtained from the nickel Ka X-rays 
emitted from the sample. Figure A-3 was obtained using niobium La 
X-rays. Figure A-4 was obtained using alwninurn KQ' X-rays and Figure 
A-5 was obtained using oxygen Ka X-rays. These X-rays scans provide 
a qualitative identification of the inclusion. Figure A-3 shows the 
presence of a high niobium content in the inclusion. Figure A-4 
shows the presence of high aluminum and Figure A-5 shows the presence 
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